Heyden, William F [AG/1000]

From: Garnett, Richard P [AG/5040]
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2010 2:51 AM
To: HeydenS, William F [AG/1000], Graham, William [AG/5432]
Subject: RE: KP conversation on POEA
Attachments: RE: CAER update conference call
Sensitivity: Confidential

Regards
Richard

-----Original Message-----
From: HeydenS, William F [AG/1000]
Sent: 30 January 2010 23:51
To: Garnett, Richard P [AG/5040]; Graham, William [AG/5432]
Subject: RE: KP conversation on POEA
Sensitivity: Confidential

I cede to Richard’s knowledge of the situation in Germany/EU.

A couple comments. First, There is still a strong sentiment in STL that we need to continue to defend tallowamines even though we prepare to switch over because of their impending demise. Reasons to do so: “domino effect” on etheramines; defend other world areas to the best of our ability. Second, I was in Brazil all last week - they are very worried about this coming across the Atlantic to their part of the American hemisphere.

Bill

-----Original Message-----
From: Garnett, Richard P [AG/5040]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2010 12:36 PM
To: Graham, William [AG/5432]; HeydenS, William F [AG/1000]
Subject: Re: KP conversation on POEA
Sensitivity: Confidential

1
Bill,
Good summary. Thank you.

Re-your 2 other points:
* clean results in new akzo studies will be inconsequential - the results of the existing studies are what we would expect, and there are all those Seralini claims to fall back on to keep the concerns going. Anyway, there are non-hazardous formulations so why sell a hazardous one?
* how can you ban just glyphosate products - easy, glyphosate is safe so they have to regulate based on the most toxic part of the formulation. But, yes, there are a lot of logic problems and disproportionate regulation issues here.

Regards
Richard

----- Original Message ------­
From: GRAHAM, WILLIAM [AG/5432]
To: GARNETT, RICHARD P [AG/5040]; HEYDENS, WILLIAM F [AG/1000]
Sent: Mon Jan 25 18:07:38 2010
Subject: KP conversation on POEA

Bill Graham

REDACTED monsanto.com
REDACTED